To Have and To Need – An open letter about the planned Berlin City Tax
Berlin, April 19, 2013

Dear Klaus Wowereit,

Berlin is planning, like many other cities, to also introduce the so-called City Tax: the taxation
of private accommodation at 5% of the hotel prices. Three quarters of all tourists say they come
to the city for the cultural life. Since the idea of the Berlin City Tax was first proposed, the opinion
has been voiced that the majority of proceeds from the City Tax, a double-digit million sum,
should be used for the cultural sector, and in particular the dramatically under-financed
independent scene1. The argument goes that it is the free cultural producers, the independent
project spaces and venues, which contribute significantly to Berlin's image as a diverse and
innovative centre for art and culture.

Politicians from the Social Democratic Party (SPD), Christian Democratic Union (CDU), Green
Party and the Left have spoken out in favour of using the proposed City Tax to finance culture in
Berlin. The bill is currently being debated in the Senate. The decision about where the additional
tax revenues can be directed – taxes cannot be imposed for specific purposes – is made by the
Berlin House of Representatives, and as such is a topic for political decision-making.

The 10-point programme of the Independent Scene Coalition2, published at the end of last year,
demands 50% of the City Tax revenue for “an appropriate and sustained policy of support for
freelance artists and cultural producers”, and provides a concept for the allocation of the
additional revenue.3 The paper includes, among other points, a new project and production fund
for the independent art, music and theatre scenes, regulated exhibition fees and the
maintenance of local cultural support in the city districts.

Although the introduction of the City Tax was announced for January 1, 2013, in the coalition
agreement between the SPD and the CDU4, and has only recently been postponed until 2014
at the earliest, the Senate Chancellery – Cultural Affairs has neither actively nor noticeably
tackled the issue, nor has it presented a concept on how to make use of the expected revenue.

The cultural administration has however started a dialogue with representatives of the
Independent Scene Coalition and the Rat für die Künste5.

WE NOTE:

– The production of art is a community-oriented activity. Art continually describes and
investigates social processes, critically reflecting upon them and developing experimental
extrapolations in new and varying ways. Contemporary art produces and communicates
knowledge; it creates spaces in which social acts can be experienced as values. Society
achieves an awareness of itself and a consciousness through that which is formed in art.
This is made possible by the basic freedom from being bound to a specific goal or intention.
Beginning with this understanding of the nature of art, we would like to talk about the
production of art and its public funding.

– The activities of cultural producers are still celebrated as assets and investments in the
future of the post-industrial city. The promises of success surrounding the new economy of
creativity, however, conceal a reality of desolate work and living standards. We reject demands
to provide the culturalisation of the economy (for example in the guise of deregulating
working conditions) with a veneer of artistic glamour – this would entail working towards the
economisation of culture, and the first victim of that process is art itself. Whoever reduces art
to its usability, standards of efficiency and market compatibility is denying the essential meaning
of art and culture in a heterogeneous, open and democratic society.6

– It is well known by now that rents in Berlin's central districts are becoming increasingly
unaffordable. Studio and rehearsal spaces are vanishing, and professional artistic work is largely
a matter of self-exploitation. The imbalance in the existing funding policies to the disadvantage
of freelance artists, as well as smaller institutions and initiatives, can no longer be tolerated.
The independent scene is self-determined and self-organised to a remarkable degree, but it
does need the perspective of stable frameworks for the production of art. The long-term
improvement of these conditions cannot be accomplished via prestige projects and award
ceremonies, but only through a differentiated structural funding system, improving on existing
instruments and complementing them with appropriate grants and funds (research, production,
work spaces, etc.) as well as regulated fees.

– We as artists, cultural producers and agents absolutely do not want to become dependent on
the smooth functioning of the Berlin tourist industry. We do not want more tourism in order to
live better from the taxation of private stays in hotels! However, we are in favour of a claim on
revenues from the City Tax, because the anticipated additional revenues make the argument
irrelevant that Berlin is too poor to be able to significantly raise cultural funding in the foreseeable
future. The binding allocation of these revenues for culture must be an instrument to finance
equality between institutional and independent culture in the Senate's cultural policies.7 This
goal must be in mind when it comes to talks between representatives of the city's cultural
administration and parties from the independent and institutional scenes. These talks should
be transparent, and any results should be made available for public discussion.

WE DEMAND:

– 100% of the proceeds from the City Tax for freelance cultural producers, project spaces and
theatrical venues, as well as for struggling art and cultural institutions.

– That the Senator for Culture takes a publicly visible stance in the debate on the use of the
planned City Tax for the cultural sector, based on a concept which is to be developed together
with, and on an equal footing with, representatives of the institutional and independent scenes.

– The implementation of the statement made in the coalition agreement between the governing
parties that they wish to increase support for independent cultural production and to improve
its structural framework8 in concrete, active political action: independent of if and when the City
Tax does eventually become reality.

– A new, qualified and sustainable cultural policy which recognises the reality and social
relevance of a self-organised artistic practice which has grown out of the specific historical
conditions and free spaces to be found in Berlin.
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1

The term “independent scene“ refers to all freelance artists, groups, initiatives and institutions run by free agents in

the fields of architecture, visual art, film, literature, music, new media, dance and theatre.
2

The Independent Scene Coalition is an association of independent artistic initiatives, institutions and professional

artists from all media. www.berlinvisit.org
3

Cf. Independent Scene Coalition – The Future of the Independent Scene: 10 points for a new cultural policy, Berlin

2012. koalitionfszb.bplaced.net/wordpress/?p=459
4

Cf. Berlin Perspectives for a Strong Economy, Good Work and Social Cohesion. Coalition Agreement between SPD

and CDU for the legislative period 2011–2016, SPD Regional Association Berlin and CDU Regional Association Berlin
(ed.), Berlin 2011, p. 42. www.spd-berlin.de/positionen/koalitionsvereinbarung-2011-2016/
5

The Rat für die Künste (Berlin Council for the Arts) is an elected, independent commission which represents culture

in Berlin. Members of the council are currently 24 people, most of whom represent established Berlin cultural
institutions, festivals and associations. www.rat-fuer-die-kuenste.de
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Cf. To Have and To Need – Manifesto, Berlin 2012. www.habenundbrauchen.de

7

The City Tax is only one possibility to ensure the future financing of equality between institutional and independent

culture. If the Berlin cultural budget can already deal with impending pay raises, for instance, in the opera trust, then
the same must apply to funding for the independent scene.
8

Cf. Berlin Perspectives for a Strong Economy, Good Work and Social Cohesion, p.92.

